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The Church of Helwys, Murton, and Lambe: An Argument
for Continuity
Stephen R. Holmes

St Mary’s College, University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
Baptist historiography has generally assumed that the church
at Bell’s Alley, London, led by Thomas Lambe, was a
continuation of the first Baptist church, which returned to
England from Amsterdam under the leadership of Thomas
Helwys and was later led by John Murton. No evidence was
adduced for this assumption, however, and it has recently
been questioned on the basis that there is good evidence
against it. I argue that the evidence against is less
convincing than has been claimed, that at least one
historical event strongly suggests continuity, and that there
are in fact shared beliefs and practices that provide further
evidence for continuity.
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Introduction

Until fairly recently, historians of the early Baptists have assumed and asserted
that Thomas Lambe’s church in Bell’s Alley, London, first heard of in the 1640s,
was in some way a continuation of the original Helwys/Murton church. There
has generally been an acknowledgement of a lack of positive evidence for
this, but, without any other account of the origin of Lambe’s church, there
has been a presumption of continuity.1 This presumption has however been
challenged recently by at least two writers, on two bases: the lack of any evi-
dence of continuity between the congregations; and a suggestion that it is
hard to trace any connection Lambe might have had with Helwys or Murton.2

In this essay I argue that there is sufficient evidence to make it very likely, at
the least, that Lambe’s church was, in some sense, a continuation of the

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives
License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduc-
tion in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, and is not altered, transformed, or built upon in any way.

CONTACT Stephen R. Holmes sh80@st-andrews.ac.uk
1For example, White writes ‘[w]hile there is no certain evidence that the London church of General Baptists [i.e.,
the Helwys-Murton church] persisted through the difficult years of the 1630s it seems reasonable to believe that
the Bell Alley congregation of the 1640s was in the direct succession of those who had returned with Thomas
Helwys.’ B.R. White, The English Baptists of the Seventeenth Century (London: Baptist Historical Society, 1983), 29.

2The key work is Stephen Wright, The Early English Baptists, 1603–1649 (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2006), 89–110.
See also Matthew C. Bingham, “English Radical Religion and the Invention of the General Baptists, 1609–1660,”
The Seventeenth Century 34 (2019), 469–91.
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Helwys/Murton congregation. My programme is this: first, to suggest, contra
Wright, that Lambe had every opportunity to have encountered Baptists, or
at least their ideas, in his native Colchester, and that Wright’s arguments that
his adoption of Baptist ideals must have happened after his move to London
are less strong than they might appear. Second, I will trace three visible lines
of continuity between the Helwys/Murton church and Lambe’s Bell Alley
church: a continuity of practice, in the ascription of publications to whole-
church authorship; a continuity of relationship with (at least one of) the pre-
1626 Baptist causes; and a continuity of (idiosyncratic) doctrine, concerning a
double redemption theory.

Lambe: Colchester and Baptistic convictions

Colchester

Lambe was a native of Colchester; that is not in doubt. Nor is his removal to
London, probably sometime in 1640. What is less certain is how his journey
to baptistic convictions relates to his geographical relocation. Wright references
several appearances before the Archdeacon’s court in Colchester through the
1630s,3 suggesting that Lambe was involved in Separatist life there in some
way; however, he goes on to claim that there is no evidence of specifically
Baptist life in Colchester before 1642,4 and further suggests that even if there
was ‘an “underground” Murton-type Baptist group’ in or around Colchester
pre-1640, we should assume Lambe was not a member and did not know it,
but rather came to baptistic convictions in London, sometime between July
and October 1640.5 There is in fact more evidence for Baptist activity in Colche-
ster than Wright allows, including some suggestive of a Helwys/Murton link; at
the same time, the evidence for Lambe’s London conversion is less compelling
than he suggests.

Essex, generally, and Colchester in particular, were known to be centres,
alongside London, of resistance to the Laudian re-alignment of the Church
of England.6 This does not, however, imply a particular commitment to Separ-
atism: it may be that the presence of strongly puritan parish churches inhib-
ited, rather than encouraged, Separatism, as some of those of tender
conscience might be willing to attend a parish church with a Godly minister,
but when confronted with uncompromising Laudianism, they would have
refused to conform. East Anglia was certainly a stronghold of Separatism
around 1600, but this seems concentrated in Norfolk, not around the north
bank of the Thames estuary.

3Wright, The Early English Baptists, 90.
4Wright, The Early English Baptists, 90; 102.
5Wright, The Early English Baptists, 102.
6For a rapid overview of much relevant evidence, see Tom Webster, Godly Clergy in Early Stuart England: The Caro-
line Puritan Movement c. 1620–1643 (Cambridge: CUP, 1997), passim, but particularly 235–52.
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We may, first, be reasonably sure that baptistic doctrines became known to
Colchester Separatists very early, as a leader was writing against believers’
baptism, and specifically Murton’s defence of it, in 1613. The text, The Sealed
Fountaine Opened… , by John Wilkinson, remained in manuscript until pub-
lished by William Arthurbury in 1646,7 but there is no reason to doubt its auth-
enticity: the author is clearly familiar with idiosyncratic details of the beliefs of
the Helwys/Murton church;8 Arthurbury gives a plausible account of the prove-
nance of the manuscript (essentially locating himself as Wilkinson’s literary
executor9); and it is not hard to believe that someone possessed of such a
text would consider it worth publishing in 1646, when the Baptists were becom-
ing much more visible. The book is described on the title page as ‘by John Wilk-
inson, prisoner at Colchester, against John Morton [sic], prisoner at London’.
Wilkinson gives us no account of how he became aware of Murton’s ideas,
but sets out to show that some children (those of church members, essentially)
are born within the covenant, and so should be baptised, whereas others are
outside, and so should not (a distinction that Arthurbury memorably renders
as ‘between Babel’s brats and Sion’s babes’10)

We have various passing references to Wilkinson, connecting him with
Barrowe in London in the early 1590s, and suggesting his leadership of a Separa-
tist congregation in Colchester, with some evidence that he died between 1620
and 1623.11 Assuming the 1613 date for Sealed Fountaine is correct, the address
to Murton might suggest that Helwys had by then relinquished the leadership
of the church, presumably by death, or at least incapacity, which would be
important for deciding the contested authorship of the 1615 text Obiections:
Answered by way of dialogue, variously attributed to Helwys or Murton;12 alter-
natively Wilkinson’s information about the church may simply have been
incomplete or faulty. Regardless, it is indicative of very early awareness of the
nascent Baptist movement amongst Colchester Separatists. We might further
presume that some of them were at least tempted by such ideas, or Wilkinson
would not have wasted time countering them.

How did Wilkinson come to know of Baptist doctrines so early? Burgess,
suggests, although without citing any evidence, that ‘Murton and his friends

7John Wilkinson, The Sealed Fountaine Opened to the Faithfull and their Seed… (n. loc.: s.n., dated 1646 by Tho-
mason; the original 1613 date is attested to on 1).

8He responds, for example, to the idea (in fact taught by Helwys, not quite by Murton) that Christ’s death lifted
the curse of death placed on Adam (and all humanity in him)—see 7, where this is described as ‘a pretty
dreame’. Murton did not publish his slightly different ideas until 1620, so it is possible that in 1613 he did
still agree with Helwys, or that Wilkinson is responding to reports of the teaching of the church. I will have
much more to say about this doctrinal point later in this essay.

9See A3r-v.
10A3v.
11See Champlin Burrage, The Early English Dissenters in the Light of Recent Research, vol. 1 (Cambridge: at the Uni-
versity Press, 1912), 193–4 for details.

12It is actually ascribed to the whole church—a fact which I will have more to say about later. ‘Christs unworthy
witnesses, his Majesties faithful subjects, Comonly, but most falsely called Anabaptists’ Obiections: Answered by
way of Dialogue… (no place of publication given, but presumably London: s.n., 1615); the prefatory material
lacks either page numbering or signatures, but I count vii for this ascription, and it is the facing page to 1.
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had lost no time on their arrival in England in letting their views be known to the
Separatists in and about Colchester’.13 If he did not have textual evidence which
he does not cite, he probably made the assumption that the ship bringing them
back from Amsterdam docked on the Essex coast and that the passengers then
travelled to London via Colchester; we know enough about shipping routes to
makes this plausible, and it would explain the sequence of events quite well.14

All of this is not, of course, evidence of a church in the Helwys/Murton tra-
dition in Colchester, and we may be fairly confident that there was not one in
1626, as otherwise it would presumably have been a co-signatory to the
letter to the Waterlander Mennonites sent by the five churches that year.
There is, however, reason to believe that there is some connection between
early Colchester Baptists and the Helwys/Murton group because of another
interaction with the Amsterdam Waterlanders: in 1648 the Mennonites sent a
gift of 100 guilders to the ‘poor church in Colchester suffering because of the
war and beseigement.’15 At the very least, this demands that the Waterlanders
knew of a General Baptist congregation in Colchester, had news of how the Civil
War was affecting them, and regarded them as close enough to the truth to be
worthy of fraternal support. This might be a result of some independent contact,
perhaps through maritime trade between the Essex ports and Amsterdam; it
seems more likely, however, that there is a connection to the Helwys/Murton
tradition, which had renewed contact with the Waterlanders in 1626, and main-
tained it afterwards, at least until the Civil War.16 If the connection is indepen-
dent of this, then there must have been a significant process of recognition of
the Colchester church by the Waterlanders, which however somehow left no
mark on their extensive extant records.

The last piece of evidence to consider here is both the most interesting and
the most difficult. Bruno Ryves published a newsbook during his time as a
member of the Royalist forces;17 this is well known to historians, but rather

13Walter H. Burgess, John Smyth the Se-Baptist… (London: James Clarke & co., 1911), 300.
14A genealogical website tracing the family of William Atterbury, who arrived in Maryland in 1733, suggests that
Arthurbury, who published Sealed Fountaine, was one of his antecedents, who changed his name from Atter-
bury to Arthurbury after some run-ins with the authorities as a Brownist. It proposes that Wilkinson ministered
in London, not Colchester, and was imprisoned in Colchester only when a ship he was travelling on from The
Netherlands docked there (the website locates Wilkinson in The Netherlands for about two decades, but on the
basis of silence, or at best an assumption that virtually all Separatists emigrated after the execution of Barrowe
and Greenwood). This conveniently connects Wilkinson and Arthurbury, but is built on a rather unstable pile of
conjectures; the judgement of Burrage (cited in n. 10 above) is to be preferred. See https://
williamatterburyimmigrant.com/2020/02/01/surrey-county-arterburys/ [last accessed 17/1/2023]

15Keith Sprunger and Mary Sprunger, “The Church in the Bakehouse: John Smyth’s English Anabaptist Congrega-
tion at Amsterdam, 1609–1660,” Mennonite Quarterly Review 85 (2011), 219–58, 248, citing Waterlander church
records.

16For several lines of evidence for this, see Sprunger & Sprunger, “The Church in the Bakehouse… ,” 248–50. The
most compelling line is the Waterlander’s willingness to accept English Baptist baptism as valid in at least nine
instances between 1638 and 1657 (Sprunger & Sprunger, “The Church in the Bakehouse… ,” 249). I am not
aware of any evidence for continuing contact after about 1660; Sprunger & Sprunger suggest that any recog-
nisable Anglophone presence amongst the Amsterdam Waterlanders disappeared about the same time (251);
this is probably not coincidental.

17The 1646 single-volume reprint is the most convenient source: Bruno Ryves,Mercurius Rusticus, or, The Countries
Complaint… (Oxford: s.n., 1646).
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less well-trusted; his descriptions of the ‘Stour Valley riots’ showmuch interest in
the spectacular, more talent for colourful prose, and even more bias. That said, it
seems clear that he had first-hand sources for much of what he describes, and
the directions of his bias are evident, so his work can be used, albeit with care.18

Ryves is interested mainly in demonstrating that ‘Brownists and Anabaptists’ are
using the turmoil created by the Civil War to overthrow the established order in
the most immoral way. He transparently wants to make his readers fear for their
possessions and for their womenfolk, and to fear the anti-royalist cause on this
basis. The monarchy is, he suggests, the guarantor of all good order in the realm,
and so sedition, looting, violence, and immorality are the inevitable results of
opposing the monarchy.

In this, the memory of the Munster Anabaptists is of course very useful to
him; his closing rhetorical flourish is to insist that what he has described hap-
pening in England is worse than ‘the Anabaptists of Germany’.19 On this basis,
he plays up the suggestion that ‘Anabaptists’ are to blame for the disorder
whenever he can, even when in fact he offers no evidence. So the opening
headline of the first issue/chapter speaks of ‘Sir John Lucas and
M. Newcomin, a minister, barbarously used by the Brownists and Anabaptists
of Colchester,’20 although what follows gives no indication of the religious
opinions of those he mentions as leading the rioting; rather he emphasises
their trades (‘grocer’; ‘brewer’), locating them amongst the lower-middle
classes who his aristocratic readers will disdain.

On this basis, Ryves’s evidence concerning Baptists must be treated carefully
—but his silences are also eloquent. He does not assert that any of the leaders of
the riots in Colchester were Baptists or Separatists, which almost certainly
means that, as far as he knew at least, they were not. Again, because of his inten-
tion to link the Separatists to Munster, when he says, for example, that the
country around Pebmarsh (a village in Essex about 10 miles north-east of Col-
chester) ‘swarmes’ with ‘Anabaptists’, he may well be referring to nonconfor-
mists more generally, so we cannot be sure that this is evidence of a Baptist
presence.21 He regularly refers to ‘Brownists’,22 almost comically inexact
language in the 1640s, which is a further indication of his laxity in terminology.

Ryves’s most interesting comment for my purposes concerns Chelmsford,
where he reports that there were ‘two sorts of Anabaptists’ in 1642; ‘the one
they call the Old men, or Aspersi, because they were but sprinkled: the other
they call the New men, or the Immersi, because they were overwhelmed in

18John Walter, Understanding Popular Violence in the English Revolution: The Colchester Plunderers (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999) is, throughout, an object lesson in how to use a text like Ryves’s well,
although he does not deal with the particular section I am looking at here.

19Ryves, Mercurius, 202.
20Ryves, Mercurius, 1.
21Ryves, Mercurius, 121.
22The pairing ‘Brownists and Anabaptists’ occurs only twice, both in relation to events in Essex, which might
suggest that he is quoting an informant when he uses the couplet. I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer
for this journal for alerting me to this detail.
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their Rebaptization.’23 It is hard to imagine Ryves, or his informants, inventing
specifics like this, particularly given his general lack of interest in the details
of nonconformity. The most likely reconstruction is that he was given this infor-
mation, and felt that the presence of two different Baptist groups was
sufficiently horrifying/salacious that it deserved mention.

It is not quite impossible that the newer group were Particular; Blunt and Bla-
kelocke had revived immersion amongst the nascent Particulars in January 1642
(n.s.), so there is a window of a few months in which a group practicing immer-
sion might have come into being in Essex. It seems far more likely, however, that
this was a result of a mission from Lambe’s church: we know that Lambe was
engaged in such work with others,24 including around Chelmsford and Colche-
ster in Essex.25 We should also note that Ryves does not specify any kind of
opposition, or even organisational divide, between the two groups: they
might be one Baptist congregation, distinguished by the manner of their
baptism; those baptised before Lambe’s mission saw no reason to repeat
their baptism, and so were ‘old men/aspersi’; those recently-joined were
‘young men/immersi’.26 It seems relatively clear, however, that here we have
good evidence of an older Baptist tradition in Chelmsford, and likely evidence
of a successful mission by Lambe (and, presumably, an associate, given that
seems to have been his practice) before the summer of 1642.

This is not conclusive evidence for an early Helwys/Murton church in the Col-
chester area, and I have indicated that the 1626 letter is good evidence that
there was not one by then. However, we can be fairly certain that Murton
and Helwys’s doctrines were known amongst the Separatists in Colchester
during Wilkinson’s leadership, so before 1623 (even if Arthurbury’s 1613 date
is erroneous); we know that there was a church in Chelmsford before 1641;
and the 1648 fraternal gift from the Amsterdam Mennonites is a strong indi-
cation of a Helwys/Murton link somehow. The balance of evidence is probably
that there was a Colchester church in the 1630s; even if there was not, the fact
that Murton’s doctrines were known in Colchester, and the (almost indisputa-
ble) existence of a church in Chelmsford then, make it very likely that an
active Colchester Separatist like Lambe in the 1630s would have been aware
of Baptistic principles.

23Ryves, Mercurius, 22.
24Thomas Wynell, The Covenants Plea for Infants… (Oxford: Henry Hall, 1642) is the report of an Anglican priest
concerning Lambe and Clement Writer visiting the villages around Gloucester, preaching, and baptising by
night in the river Severn in the winter of 1641–2.

25Anon., The Summe of a Conference at Terling… (London: for I.L. by Christopher Meridith, 1644) records Lambe
and Timothy Batte disputing baptism with three Anglican ministers in Jan 1643 (i.e., 1644 n.s.). Terling is about
10 miles north-east of Chelmsford.

26It is of course possible, as Wright suggests (Early English Baptists, 243), that this is a reference to two competing
congregations in the town, but Ryves seems to have been supplied with extensive evidence about the Baptist
presence in Chelmsford, and if he had been aware of competition, he would surely have leveraged the fact. It is
not clear where the titles (Latin or English) of the two groups come from; my assumption is that it is Ryves’s
informant—I don’t see him inventing titles like this, and lapsing into Latin for self-description seems an unlikely
move for Baptists in the early 1640s; but this is tentative at best.
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Wright’s evidence against this is simply the silence of the various ecclesiasti-
cal court records, specifically ‘[t]he failure of the authorities in the Archdeaconry
of Essex to discover Baptists in their jurisdiction before 1642’.27 Given Ryves’s
evidence of a Baptist congregation in the cathedral city of Chelmsford itself,
which Wright himself accepts ‘strongly suggests a presence there before the
introduction of immersion’,28 this must be considered less than secure; given
the evidence that the diocesan authorities were simply not competent at
detecting nonconformity, we cannot argue that their failure to discover any-
thing is evidence that there was nothing to discover.

Lambe

Wright’s reconstruction of Lambe’s conversion to Baptist principles again relies
on the evidence of the church courts, with three strands combining to build a
narrative. First, although Lambe was regularly before the courts in Colchester for
nonconformity during the 1630s, there is no suggestion that he denied infant
baptism; second, he was released from a spell in prison in the summer of
1640, with the demand that he ‘not offer to preach or baptize anie children,’
which Wright takes as evidence that he was at this time not opposed to paedo-
baptism. Third, on 15 October 1640, he is again before a church court, this time
in company with Henoch Howet, who we know to be a Baptist. Therefore,
Wright concludes, he must have come to Baptist convictions between June
and October 1640 in London.29

On the first, Lambe was accused of non-attendance at the parish church, and
of failing to receive the Eucharist on Easter Sunday in 1629; he and his wife were
excommunicated in 1636 because they had refused to worship in the parish
church, or to have their child baptised; in 1637 he was reported for ‘working
on his trade by boyling of sope on Sunday,’ and in 1638 he refused to pay a
rate for repair of the parish church, remarking ‘he did wish that all churches
were layd in the dust.’30 The refusal to have a child baptised might seem sug-
gestive, but the validity of Anglican baptism was a constant worry for Separa-
tists, and a couple of tender conscience might have sought baptism for their
new-born from a nonconforming minister, eschewing the parish clergy. This
refusal in itself is not adequate evidence of baptistic principles.

The key piece of evidence in Wright’s reconstruction is the second point,
which suggests that Lambe was not a Baptist in June 1640. The instruction
not to baptise children is however a strange one: on the one hand, it is
unusual in the records, suggesting a specific concern with Lambe; on the
other, it is simply an odd demand. It is possible that (the authorities believed

27Wright, Early English Baptists, 102.
28Wright, Early English Baptists, 242.
29Wright, Early English Baptists, 90.
30All details from Stephen Wright, “Thomas Lambe,” ODNB, s.v.
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that) Lambe had concluded Anglican baptism was invalid, and so was rebaptis-
ing infants. It seems very likely that Edward Barber, the other key General Baptist
leader of the 1640s, reached this position on his way to becoming Baptist;31

Lambe could have travelled a similar route, perhaps influenced at one point
or another by Barber.

There is, however, a further problem: the Thomas Lambe imprisoned in 1640
describes himself in his petition for release as ‘being by trade a weaver’; as we
have seen, the Lambe accused in 1637 was a soap-boiler. It is possible that one
or the other record is just wrong, although it is not easy to see how either error
arose, unless perhaps another prisoner in 1640 was a weaver. It is also possible
that we have here two men of the same name. Tolmie has pointed out both that
Thomas Lamb(e) was a very common name in the middle of the seventeenth
century, and that historians have been confused before by two Thomas
Lambes, who he terms ‘the soap-boiler’ and ‘the merchant’, being active in
General Baptist life at that time.32 He also indicates a number of other individ-
uals of that name active in Separatist circles around the same time. It is not,
therefore, very difficult to imagine that Thomas Lambe, the weaver, imprisoned
in 1640 was simply a different person of the same name as Thomas Lambe, the
soap-boiler, who had been a thorn in the side of the Anglican authorities in Col-
chester through the 1630s. (Against this is the fact that Lambe the weaver was
arrested alongside one Francis Lee, of Colchester, and we know that a Colche-
ster Separatist of that name was active in the 1620s. This is suggestive, but
hardly decisive.)

If these two Thomas Lambes were different people, it is not clear which was
the Thomas Lambe who became famous/notorious as the pastor of the Bell’s
Alley congregation in the mid-1640s, and who we may be reasonably
confident was the Thomas Lambe arrested alongside Howet in October
1640.33 One plausible reconstruction might look to the refusal of Lambe of Col-
chester to have his child baptised in 1636 as evidence of Baptist convictions, and
the confusion over identity in June 1640, as reason to discount the suggestion
that Lambe of Colchester/Bell’s Alley was not a Baptist at that point, but this is
less than conclusive, as I have noted above. It is also possible that the apparent
confusion of identity was a result of some failure of record-keeping, which
would in turn cast some doubt on the evidence that Lambe was not a Baptist
in June 1640—if the records are flawed in one particular, it is harder to trust
them on other details. There is nothing in this to disprove Wright’s own

31So Wright, Early English Baptists, 95–7; Barber’s Small Treatise would seem to confirm this: it clearly assumes
immersion (‘dipping’) to be the proper mode of baptism, and then argues that only believers should be
immersed/dipped/baptised. Barber, Edward, A Small Treatise of Baptisme, or Dipping… (London: s.n., 1641
[sic, 1642])

32Murray Tolmie, “Thomas Lambe, Soapboiler, and Thomas Lambe, Merchant, General Baptists,” BQ xxvii (1977),
4–13, 4–5.

33A Thomas Lambe was arrested with a number of other Baptists at a meeting in Whitechapel in January 1641;
from that point there is enough in the historical record to draw a line to the pastor of the Bells Alley
congregation.
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conclusion, that despite the confusion over trades, the references are all to one
person, and the evidence concerning his religious convictions is to be believed.
There is, however, enough confusion to make this conclusion less than certain.

Continuities between the Helwys/Murton church and Lambe’s church
at Bell’s Alley

A continuity of practice: the ascription of joint authorship

As I have indicated, I see three strands of continuity between Lambe’s Bell’s
Alley church and the Helwys/Murton congregation of the 1620s. The first may
be stated quickly, but should not be under-estimated: both congregations
were in the habit of ascribing publications to the whole church, not to which-
ever leader had in fact written them. This is often obscured in secondary litera-
ture, as we tend to silently ascribe the publications to the minister of the day, on
the assumption that he wrote them. This assumption is probably correct, but
obscures a deliberate act of positioning by the church, taking corporate owner-
ship of its doctrine.

The first work in which this practice is visible is the 1611 Declaration of Faith,
which, despite the title, is largely a treatise on certain points of dispute between
Helwys’s group and Smyth’s group, although it does begin with numbered
heads of doctrine. This is ascribed to ‘English people remaining at Amsterdam
in Holland’, and is written in the first person plural throughout.34 Helwys at
this point is happy to sign his own name to books—he does so in the 1611
Short and Plaine Proofe… , the Advertisement or Admonition of the same year,
and of course his great 1612 work, A Shorte Declaration of the Mistery of Iniquity.
I have indicated above that Obiections: Answered… of 1615 was ascribed to the
whole church, and is again (when not deploying the dialogue form) written in
the first person plural. The works generally ascribed to John Murton are again
presented as corporate statements by the church: A Description of What God
hath Predestined is signed by ‘The servants of Christ, falsely called Anabaptists’,35

and the Most Humble Supplication… of 1621 is similarly ascribed to ‘The Kings
Majestie loyall subjects in all lawfull obedience, unjustly called Anabaptists’.36

Turning to the Bell’s Alley church, Lambe claimed authorship of most of his
publications,37 but there is a key 1644/8 text, The Fountaine of Free Grace
Opened, which follows the pattern of the Helwys/Murton church in ascribing

34A Declaration of Faith of English People Remaining at Amsterdam in Holland (no place stated, but presumably
Amsterdam: s.n., 1611).

35A Description of What God hath Predestined… (no place stated, but presumably London: s.n., 1620); see A4v for
the ascription, in the signature to the preparatory letter.

36A Most Humble Supplication… (no place stated, but presumably London: s.n., 1621); the ascription is at the end,
on 36.

37For representative example, Thomas Lamb [sic], A Treatise of Particular Predestination (London: s.n., 1642);
ascription on title page and A3r.
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authorship to the church.38 This text is not without its problems; it seems gen-
erally in modern catalogues to be ascribed to John Saltmarsh, but this seems
clearly erroneous, as it is a corporate publication of a Baptist church in
London, and Saltmarsh was never involved in such a church; presumably the
similarity of title to Saltmarsh’s 1645 work, Free Grace, or the Flowings of
Christ’s Blood freely to Sinners gave rise to the misidentification.39 Wright
ascribes it to Lambe, as Crosby had;40 this is convincing because it evidences
an idiosyncratic account of double atonement which can be seen in Lambe’s
other works.41

The practice of ascribing publications to the church as a whole is eccentric,
except in the case of statements of faith, in the period; I am not aware of one
other example. This fact, coupled with the recognition that the two ascriptions
of The Fountaine are remarkably similar to those found in the earlier Helwys/
Murton works, suggests here a continuity of practice, and so continuity
between the Helwys/Murton church and Lambe’s Bell’s Alley congregation.
The fact that Lambe signed other books is no impediment to this: we merely
have to see those other works as his personal statements, which do not
pretend to be the agreed shared doctrine of the church.

A historical detail that demands continuity: Cox’s 1643 mission to
Coventry

My second strand of continuity is historical: we have good evidence that the
Coventry church, one of the five who co-signed the letter of 1626, looked to
Lambe’s congregation for fraternal support in re-constituting itself; this is
hard to explain if they did not regard Lambe’s church as somehow a continu-
ation of that of Helwys and Murton. The evidence comes from Richard Baxter,
who suggests that there were ‘almost’ no ‘anabaptists’ when he arrived in Cov-
entry, but that their number grew, and they became a ‘separated society’ and
‘got themselves a heap of Teachers’. Then ‘one Mr. Coxe…was sent from
London to confirm them [‘them’ presumably refers to the ‘Teachers’]’.42

This sounds like Coxe being sent to take part in the ordination of new
officers for the church, perhaps because it had previously dwindled to the

38The Fountaine of Free Grace Opened (London, s.n., 1645 [corrected by Thomason to 1644]; London: Giles Calvert,
16482), ascribed to ‘the Congregation of Christ in London, constituted by Baptisme upon the profession of Faith,
falsely called Anabaptists’ on the title page; the epistle to the reader is signed by ‘The Church of Christ in London
falsely called Anabistsapt’ (A2v)—a fairly obvious misprint confirming the ascription on the title page.

39John Saltmarsh, Free Grace, or the Flowings of Christ’s Blood freely to Sinners (London: Giles Calvert, 1645); Calvert
also printed the 1648 revised edition of The Fountaine of Free Grace, which may have contributed further to the
confusion.

40Wright, The Early English Baptists, 99.
41I treat this in more detail below.
42Richard Baxter, Plain Scripture-Proof of Infants Church-Membership and Baptism (London: Robert White, 1651),
b4v-c1r; quotation from b4r. Baxter does not link Coxe with Lambe’s church in London, but the connection
is secure from other sources. See Stephen Wright, “Benjamin Cox [Coxe]” ONDB.
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point of having no officers of its own left.43 We do not need to reconstruct
the mission in any detail, however: there is fraternal contact between
Lambe’s congregation and the Coventry congregation in 1643 (Baxter
arrived in Coventry in September 1642); if Lambe’s church had no link to
the old Helwys/Murton congregation, then it is not easy to understand
how the Coventry church even became aware of its existence, let alone
came to regard it as in close enough fellowship to assist in the ordination
of teachers. This event, therefore, is powerful evidence for some measure
of continuity between the Helwys/Murton church and the Lambe/Bell Alley
church.

Doctrinal continuity: double redemption theologies

The third strand concerns considerable evidence of the transmission of
eccentric theological constructions that are visibly borrowed from the Water-
lander Mennonites. Wright notices that Lambe has a rather idiosyncratic
soteriology, combining general redemption with particular election; he
links this to a tradition of Reformed theology that has become known as
‘hypothetical universalism’,44 but this is a misreading. Lambe in fact stands
in a tradition which can be traced back to at least Smyth and Helwys’s
engagements with the Waterlanders.45 The heart of this tradition is a distinc-
tive account of a double atonement. Christ’s atoning work first leads to for-
giveness for Adam and Eve, and for all human beings without exception, so
that, to quote the 1580 Waterlander Confession, no-one ‘is born guilty of sin
or blame’;46 this is a plain-sense reading of the various Pauline Adam-Christ
pairings (e.g. Rom. 3:23–24; 5:19). There is, however, some vitiation of

43We have evidence for two similar missions in the Fenstanton Church Book. In 1655. Edmond Mayle reports to a
church meeting that he and John Denne went to the Wisbeach church and were there requested to share in the
ordaining of elders; in 1656, the Streatham church wrote to the Fenstanton church asking that an elder might
be sent to perform ordinations. E.B. Underhill (ed.) Records of the Churches of Christ Gathered at Fenstanton,
Warboys, and Hexham 1644–1720 (London: Hansard Knollys Society, 1854), 157; 195.

44Wright, Early English Baptists, 99–100.
45We might ask whether it has any significant roots in Mennonite tradition before 1609. There is one place in
Menno’s writings where he seems to suggest something similar: ‘Adam and his seed were helpless because
of the weakness of their flesh. They were guilty beyond measure and had not a penny wherewith to pay.
But their death was canceled for Christ’s sake… ’ Menno Simons, The Incarnation of Our Lord, in John Chris-
tian Wenger (ed.) The Complete Writings of Menno Simons c. 1496–1561 (tr. Leonard Verduin) (Scottdale:
Herald Press, 1956), 783–834, 804. That said, this is a passing comment on the way to making a
different point, and it seems clear that Dirk Philips, the other key Anabaptist leader in the Netherlands,
who worked closely with Menno, did not teach this doctrine. I suspect that it was an innovation of
Hans de Ries, the significant, and neglected, Waterlander theologian. Cornelius J. Dyck, Hans de Ries: Theo-
logian and Churchman. A Study in Second Generation Dutch Anabaptism (University of Chicago doctoral
thesis, 1962) remains the most significant—indeed, only serious—study, although Dyck later published
various articles dependent on his thesis.

46The 1580 Confession was republished at the request of Smyth, and became the key negotiating document
in the attempts of Smyth and his group to join the Mennonites. Art. IV reads, more expansively, ‘The first
man fell into sins and became subject to divine wrath, and by God was raised up again through consolatory
promises and admitted to eternal life at the same time with all those who had fallen; so that none of his
posterity, in respect of this restitution, is born guilty of sin or blame.’ (tr. from Lumpkin, Baptist Confessions,
45).
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human nature still resulting from the Fall, such that every human being falls
into actual sin during their life, and so there is a second, individual, fall, and
a second work of redemption, applying only to those who have faith.

Helwys’s group asserted this position in their 1611 Declaration of Faith,47 and
Helwys repeated it in An Advertisement or Admonition,48 and the Short and Plaine
Proofe.49 The Fountaine of Free Grace (Lambe/Bell’s Alley Church) argues that
Christ’s death has actually paid the debt for every sinner without exception,
but forgiveness is given only to those who believe—recognisably a species of
the Mennonite double atonement doctrine.50 Lambe and his church differ
from the Mennonites in teaching a particular election to the second, particular,
atonement, but the general shape of the doctrine is very similar. Henry Denne, a
member of the Bell’s Alley church in the early 1640s,51 was a creative and rest-
less thinker, with a striking account of redemption that sought to combine a
universal redemption and a particular election, also asserting the hyper-Calvinist
doctrine of eternal justification; although he invents his own terminology, his
doctrine in the 1640s is recognisably a species of this double atonement
tradition.52

Denne is significant here because, unlike Lambe, he remained significant in
the General Baptist tradition after the 1640s. Lambe and the Bell’s Alley
Church refused to recognise the practice of ‘laying on of hands’ at baptism,
which, because of the mention of the imposition of hands in Heb. 6:1–2,
became regarded as a basic piece of biblical obedience by the nascent denomi-
nation. According to a later source, the church had split, with the Dunning’s
Alley church, led by John Griffith, being founded by those from Lambe’s congre-
gation who believed the laying on of hands to be non-negotiable;53 the issue
came to a head at the General Assembly of 1654, according to John Abell,

47‘ …wee hold that Adam being fallen, and in him all mankind, the LORD being equally just and mercifull, hath
by CHRIST redeemed Adam, and in him all mankind, (not restored him) yet all actual transgressors must repent
and beleeve, and by faith in IESUS CHRIST be justified or els perish in their transgressions… ’ Declaration of
Faith, A7r.

48‘Gods equall grace and mercie unto all, being all but under one and the same transgression in Adam, by whose
sinne onely condemnation went over all, the which sinne in Christ was for given [sic] Adam, and then must it
needs be forgiven to all his posteritie… ’ Thomas Helwys, An Advertisement or Admonition… (No place stated,
but presumably Amsterdam: s.n., 1611), F6r.

49Helwys reads Rom. 5:12-21 as teaching a parallel: ‘by the offence off one (that was Adam) the Fault came on al
to condemnation: Even so, by the justifying off one (that is Christ Jesus) the benefit abounded towards al men
to the justification off life.’; ‘as Adam was Freed From that sinne, so al man-kind was Freed’ Thomas Helwys, A
Short and Plaine Proofe… (no place stated, but presumably Amsterdam: s.n., 1611), both quotations from A7v.

50‘ … though our sins are punished in Christ, they are not pardoned in us unlesse we beleeve’. Fountaine, 2.
51He later served in Cromwell’s army, and only escaped execution for his part in the Levellers’ rebellion through
the influence of friends; he then served as an itinerant evangelist sent out from the Fenstanton Church, before
settling as a pastor in Canterbury in 1655. See William H. Brackney, The Early English General Baptists and their
Theological Formation (Oxford: Regent’s Park College, 2017), 210–3.

52The best account of Denne’s soteriology is presently Clint C. Bass, Thomas Grantham (1633–1692) and General
Baptist Theology (Oxford: Regent’s Park College, 2019), 138–41; Bass is hampered by not being aware of the
double atonement tradition, however, and so struggles to make sense of Denne, and indeed Lambe and Gran-
tham, on this point.

53Henry Danvers, A Treatise of Laying on of Hands (London: Francis Smith, 1674), 58. Lambe’s church is identified
by location; Griffith is not named, but one of his later publications is, so he may be confidently identified.
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who was present there;54 the 1656 Assembly re-affirmed that the practice was
necessary for communion, and after this those opposed, including Lambe, are
not influential in the developing denomination.

Denne himself was somewhat peripheral to the national life, however:
although a prolific author, and powerful evangelist, his only recorded engage-
ment with denominational affairs is as a signatory of the 1661 Humble Apology.
Nonetheless, this distinctive double atonement doctrine became part of the
heritage of the denomination, taught by William Jeffery, who’s Whole Faith of
Man was hugely influential in settling the beliefs of the denomination,
Matthew Caffyn, one of the authors of the 1660 Standard Confession, and
even Thomas Grantham, the single most significant theologian of the century
amongst the General Baptists.

Jeffery, in The Whole Faith of Man, defends general redemption by making a
hard distinction between ‘the first death’, which was the result of Adam’s sin,
and is mortality, and ‘the second death’—hell. Christ’s sacrifice won redemption
for all humanity from the first death—and so all people will be resurrected—but
only those who have faith in Christ will be redeemed from the second death. He
does not teach a particular election—those who are elect are the class of believ-
ers, not individuals. This is creative, but clearly resembles the Waterlander/
Baptist double atonement theory.55 Matthew Caffyn similarly assumes a
double atonement; indeed, he is far closer to the original Waterlander language,
although he also borrows Jeffery’s distinction between the first and second
deaths (Caffyn and Jeffery were closely associated; Caffyn married Elizabeth
Jeffery, probably William’s sister). Christ dies ‘for the world, that is, for every
man, Heb. 2.9’56 This redemption results in ‘a Resurrection of all men from
the first death, with the gift of Eternal life, and glory.’ This is ‘freely given to
Mankind, now since his fall… not upon terms and conditions… but meerly,
and alone the goodness, and richness of grace dwelling in God himself,
moving him to… ’57 All infants born, as a result, are born free of sin and
guilt, and are heirs of eternal life, until ‘their own personal transgressions…
procure to themselves the severity of God’s wrath’. Because of ‘the lusts and
desires of the flesh’, however, all people without exception fall into personal
sin, and so there is a need for a second redemption, which is available
through faith in Jesus; only those elected by God will believe, however.58 Like

54Abell is otherwise unknown to us, but a letter he wrote was intercepted by state agents and so is in the Thurloe
State Papers, “State Papers, 1654: September (1 of 5),” in A Collection of the State Papers of John Thurloe, Volume
2, 1654, ed. Thomas Birch (London, 1742), 580–90. British History Online http://www.british-history.ac.uk/
thurloe-papers/vol2/pp580-590 [accessed 17 June 2021]. Abell tells his correspondent that he was there to
‘take their results downe with me,’ but says he felt he had to leave before the questions were decided, and
explained this to Fisher and Jeffery; this suggests he was from one of the Kent churches.

55William Jeffery, The Whole Faith of Man… (London: by G. Dawson for Francis Smith, 16592), 12–35.
56Matthew Caffyn, Faith in God’s Promises… (London: S. Dover for F. Smith, 1660), 5 (emphasis original).
57Caffyn, Faith, both quotations from 5
58Caffyn, Faith, 5–6; quotation from 5.
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Lambe, Caffyn held to a double atonement tradition, with the first atonement
being universal, and the second particular.

Finally, I turn to Thomas Grantham. Although (again), Bass lacks the helpful
context of the double atonement, tradition, and so tries to assimilate him to
hypothetical universalism, his account is a useful starting point for us. As we
shall see (and as Bass recognises), there was nothing ‘hypothetical’ about Gran-
tham’s account of the first redemption; it was actual and effectual for all human
people, as it had been for Menno, the Waterlanders, Helwys, Lambe, Jeffery, and
Caffyn. Bass states that ‘Grantham… considered Christ’s prevenient work to
have counteracted the guilt transmitted from original sin, leaving actual sin
as the determining factor of eternal condemnation’.59 He then explores Gran-
tham’s account of infants being free of actual sin, until they are able to refuse
good and choose evil for themselves, concluding that Grantham’s account of
the regeneration of infants is a mystery.60

Bass relies on texts, particularly the final text, The Infants Advocate,61 arising
from Grantham’s controversy with various Presbyterians; this is perhaps unfor-
tunate, in that the exposition there is shaped by the controversy, and so a dis-
torted picture of Grantham’s doctrine is on display. The double atonement is
clear in Christianismus Primitivus, where Grantham insists that Christ’s obedience
and death brought an end to the Law, and so provided redemption for all
people. Because of this, we are each under a debt of gratitude to Christ, and
must love him; our individual failure to do that results in a second condemna-
tion, and the need for a second redemption, which is through faith in Christ.62

There is a certain flavour of Baxter’s neonomianism in this, of course, but the
basic shape, of an actual universal redemption followed by an inevitable individ-
ual fall and the need for a second, individual, redemption, follows the doctrinal
pattern I have been tracing.

This doctrinal position is idiosyncratic; it is clearly an attempt to read the uni-
versalistic texts of the New Testament in their plain sense, without asserting uni-
versalism as a result. The variety of different ways of parsing the second
redemption we have seen suggests that it is not, at least in any of the versions
assayed, a wholly successful schema, but my argument does not rely on its
success or otherwise. It is an unusual and distinctive doctrinal formulation
which Helwys learnt from the Waterlanders, and which was taken up by
Lambe, Denne, Jeffery, Caffyn, and Grantham; as such it is evidence for some
sort of continuity of doctrinal conversation, at least, from the Helwys/Murton
church to the Bell’s Alley church and, in this case, on into the mainstream of
the seventeenth-century General Baptist tradition.

59Bass, Thomas Grantham, 159.
60Bass, Thomas Grantham, 160.
61Thomas Grantham, The Infants Advocate… (London: J.D. for the Author, 1688).
62Thomas Granthan, Christianismus Primitivus (London: Francis Smith, 1678), Bk II, ch. 3, §§5,7 (62–64 & 66–68 in
the edition cited).
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If we look at the various mid-century confessions, we can see this doctrine
codified in them. The 1651 Faith and Practice of Thirty Congregations states
‘[t]hat Christ Jesus, the second Adam, will as certainly raise all mankind from
the death which fell on them, through or by the first Adam’s sin, or offence,
as surely as they partake of it; Rom. 5.18.’63 This is a clear statement of the uni-
versal first redemption. Later it asserts ‘[t]hat all those who refuse to improve the
gifts of grace which God hath afforded them, so that they repent not, neither
turn to him in obedience to his commands made manifest unto them, they
do despise the goodness of the God or his free grace… and so our liable to
destruction 1Pet. 2.1,2.’64 This certainly indicates the particularity of the
second redemption, and implies that election is of the class of those who
repent, believe, and obey, not of individuals, although this is not quite stated
anywhere in the confession.

The 1654 True Gospel Faith is less explicit, but articles IV-V repeatedly insist on
the universality of Christ’s sacrifice, and that it is ‘for the redemption of the
transgressors, that were under the first Testament.’65 The soteriological
clauses of the 1660 Standard Confession are again not clear, although the use
of the language of ‘first death’ and ‘second death’ appears significant given
Jeffery’s involvement. However, in treating ‘Children dying in Infancy’, the
double redemption teaching is clear: ‘having not actually transgressed against
the Law of God in their own persons, [they] are only subject to the first
death, which comes upon them by the sin of the first Adam, from whence
they shall all be raised by the second Adam… ’66 It is perhaps no surprise
that the 1678 Orthodox Creed, intended as it was to draw the General Baptists
into a pan-Protestant alliance, does not teach this idiosyncratic doctrine, but
this is the only confessional document of the seventeenth century that denies
double redemption, and it was not a document that was significantly received
by the churches.

Conclusions: continuity, Barber’s church, Arminianism, and
denominationalisation

Continuity

Wright’s questioning of the standard account of continuity in seventeenth-
century General Baptist life is valuable: it has too often been assumed rather
than argued. I submit, however, that a full view of the evidence makes the pro-
blems he raises (such as the supposed lack of Baptist life in Colchester and the
apparent evidence that Lambe was not a Baptist before June 1640) less

63Article 18; Lumpkin, Confessions, 178.
64Article 45; Lumpkin, Confessions, 182.
65Lumpkin, Confessions, 192–2, quotation on 193.
66Article X; Lumpkin, Confessions, 228.
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troublesome, and offers several suggestive arguments for continuity that,
together, build to a strong case for the traditional position. These include: evi-
dence of very early interest in Baptist ideas amongst Colchester Separatists; evi-
dence of successfully-hidden Baptist activity in Essex; evidence that the
Amsterdam Waterlanders saw the Colchester Baptist congregation as worthy
of fraternal support in 1648; evidence that the Coventry church saw Lambe’s
church as standing in continuity with that of Helwys and Murton; and evidence
of idiosyncratic theological ideas, derived from the Mennonites, being passed
from Helwys and Murton to Lambe and Denne, and, indeed, on to Jeffery,
Caffyn and Grantham.

I have engaged in detail above with Wright’s arguments concerning
Lambe’s background; on the other points, Wright knows of Coxe’s Coventry
mission, and that he was there as an agent of Lambe’s church, but attaches
no importance to this event, other than as evidence of the survival of (a
remnant of) the church that was a signatory to the 1626 letter.67 As I have
indicated above, the event suggests a level of mutual recognition between
the Coventry church and the Bell’s Alley church which demands explanation,
and the only readily-available explanation is some sort of continuity from
Helwys and Murton to Lambe and Bell’s Alley. Wright makes nothing of
the practice of ascribing books to the whole church,68 which is a minor
piece of evidence, but seems sufficiently idiosyncratic to not be irrelevant.
Finally, as I have indicated above, Wright appears unaware of the double ato-
nement tradition, and so, although he notices that Lambe’s soteriology is
eccentric, does not see that it stands in continuity with the Waterlanders
and Helwys, or that it is simply mainstream in later General Baptist life in
the seventeenth century. In particular, he reads the criticism of ‘Arminianism’
in the preface of Fountaine as implying an embracing of Calvinism, as if these
were the only two options, expresses confusion at how Lambe could have
independently arrived at ‘such a fundamental reconstitution of the accepted
grammar’ of soteriology, and claims that ‘in theology… Lambe’s views are
most strikingly at variance from them [sic, ‘the pre-war Baptists’]’.69 In fact,
as we have seen, Lambe’s account of soteriology stands in substantial conti-
nuity with Helwys, and indeed the Waterlander tradition, and so Lambe is
developing a tradition of several decades’ standing, not inventing something
new.

Lambe and the Bell’s Alley church stood in the Helwys/Murton tradition; I
make no argument here for the nature of this continuity. It may be because
the earlier church survived in good order, and called Lambe as its pastor

67Wright, Early English Baptists, 117–8.
68He notes the ascription of Fountaine, suggesting that it indicates that belief in the positions therein had become
a ‘condition of membership’ (Wright, Early English Baptists, 119); he does not link this back to the practice of the
Helwys/Murton church, however.

69Wright, Early English Baptists, 99–100; quotations from 100.
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fairly soon after his arrival in London; at the other extreme, it may be that the
Murton church disappeared, and Bell’s Alley was an entirely new congregation,
but that Lambe had connections with the Helwys/Murton tradition in Essex;
many more nuanced reconstructions are equally possible. I submit, however,
that the cumulative effect of the arguments above demonstrates the fact of
continuity.

The origins of Barber’s church

That said, there is nothing in these arguments to account for the origin of the
other London General Baptist church we know of in the early 1640s, that led
by Edward Barber. An older tradition suggested that it broke from Bell’s Alley
over the laying on of hands;70 this is now comprehensively disproved: Wright
gives good evidence that Barber’s church existed, and practiced the laying on
of hands, before the dispute that split the Bell’s Alley church,71 and, as I have
indicated above, we can be sure that John Griffith, not Barber, led the group
that broke away from Bell’s Alley to form the Dunning St church. Wright
suggests an early connection between Barber and the Particular Baptist
Richard Blunt; he also claims to detect an oblique reference to se-baptism
in one of Barber’s books.72 The evidence is fairly sparse, but it is certainly poss-
ible that Barber was part of an early Particular group, but then changed his
mind on the extent of the atonement; against this, his name does not
appear on the lists we have of members of the Jessey church, where virtually
all the early Particular leaders in London came from. We cannot rule out se-
baptism, but none of his various critics raise the charge, which suggests
that, if he was indeed a se-baptist, he kept this well-hidden (it is not hard
to imagine what Thomas Edwards, say, would have done with even a hint
in that direction).

Barber is involved early with the General Baptists around Kent, but we
know that he was a Londoner, not a recent immigrant to the city. We
simply have no good evidence as to his route to baptistic convictions, or
as to the origins of his church. By the mid-1640s, he is involved in General
Baptist networks—Francis Cornwell preaches regularly at his church; he is
involved in disputations alongside Lambe and Cox—and is helping to
shape the distinctive views of the emerging denomination, for instance on
the centrality of Heb. 6:1–2, and the (connected) importance of the laying
on of hands.73 Wherever he and his church came from, they became part
of the developing General Baptist tradition which, I have argued above,
stands in continuity with Smyth and Helwys.

70White states that this ‘is generally believed’. English Baptists of the Seventeenth Century, 35.
71Wright, Early English Baptists, 140.
72Wright, Early English Baptists, 102–3.
73For all of this in brief compass see Brackney, Early English General Baptists, 140–2.
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Arminianism

My third theme here is Arminianism. It has become commonplace—indeed, I
have been guilty of it myself—to use ‘Arminianism’ as a catch-all term for
non-Calvinist positions. In the case of the seventeenth-century General Baptists,
however, this usage is actively misleading. There were some who were Armi-
nians, properly called, holding to the doctrines of the Remonstrance; William
Allen, who sat under the ministry of John Goodwin before embracing baptistic
principles, is perhaps the pre-eminent example. The mainstream of the move-
ment—Helwys; Lambe; Jeffery; Caffyn; Grantham—was, however, not ‘Armi-
nian’, and, indeed, did not seem to regard the question of particular election
vs effective human decision as divisive (Lambe and Caffyn arguing for particular
election); they were united in seeing a double atonement, the first of which was
universal (not even ‘general’), the second particular in one way or another.

This is important for their historiography because thinking of them as ‘Armi-
nian’ distorts their doctrines and alliances. We have seen this with Wright, but a
more telling example is Bingham’s recent article on ‘the invention of the General
Baptists’.74 Bingham seeks to argue that ‘the accuracy and utility of “General
Baptist” as an overarching conceptual category to describe all Arminian Baptists
during the first half of the seventeenth century is not nearly as obvious as its
widespread usage would suggest.’ (470) Indeed, he claims ‘that this label had
no coherent, stable historical referent from the beginning of the seventeenth
century through the English revolution and well into the Interregnum’. (471)

Bingham is happy to see continuity from 1609 to the five churches that
signed the letter of 1626; he then notes that claims that Barber and Lambe
stood in the tradition of Helwys and Murton needed evidence—a fair point,
which I have sought to answer above—and then suggests that there is no evi-
dence that Barber was Arminian, and indeed some that he was Calvinistic, and
that Lambe’s doctrine was ‘an idiosyncratic synthesis of Arminian and Calvinist
teaching’ (474–5). The evidence he offers for Barber being Calvinist is unfortu-
nately mangled: he ascribes a brief petition written by Thomas Nutt to
Barber;75 as I have shown above, to describe Lambe in such terms is simply
to impose inappropriate categories on his thought.

Bingham next turns to the Lothbury church, founded in 1653 by members of
John Goodwin’s church who embraced baptistic principles. William Allen, men-
tioned above, was a leader in this congregation, which sought to remain close
to Goodwin’s. Bingham reads this as evidence against any ‘General Baptist’

74Bingham, ‘English Radical Religion’; further references in-line to save a profusion of notes.
75Bingham, “English Radical Religion,” 474, referencing Thomas Nutt, The Humble Request of Certain Christians
Reproachfully Called Anabaptists (London: s.n., 1643). This certainly condemns ‘universal redemption, free-will
and falling away’, and notes a petition available ‘at M. Barbers in Thredneedle-Street at the horse-shoe’,
which might suggest some connection with Barber; however, the petition also demands a Seventh-Day
sabbath, a position we can be sure Barber did not hold; either he was not the Barber holding the signatures,
or he was servicing a petition which he did not agree with in at least some part.
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denomination, or proto-denomination, because neither Goodwin not Allen and
his group saw the secession as an act of changing denomination (479–480). He
then turns to Samuel Fisher, who embraced baptistic principles in 1649, was a
signatory to the 1654 Humble Representation and Vindication, but became a
member of the Society of Friends in 1655. Fisher wrote a massive repudiation
of infant baptism, which Bingham suggests was widely noticed,76 although I
confess that I cannot recall finding a reference to it in my reading of seven-
teenth-century Baptist literature. Fisher was, on Bingham’s telling, ‘one of Eng-
land’s most prominent Arminian, baptistic separatists, excelling as an author,
debater, and organiser.’ (481) Why, he asks, has he been virtually ignored by his-
torians of the Baptist movement?

Finally, Bingham suggests that there is no evidence of connection between
Allen and Fisher and Lambe and Barber, just as he thinks there is no evidence
of connection between Lambe and Barber and Helwys and Murton (482); in
what meaningful sense, then, can we talk of a developing General Baptist tra-
dition? Bingham’s grasp of some of the historical evidence is rather less than
secure,77 but my main complaint is his account of the nature of a tradition:
clearly, when we speak of ‘the developing General Baptist tradition’ or similar,
we do not mean ‘everybody who is both Arminian and baptistic in doctrine’.
Rather, to borrow from MacIntyre,78 a tradition is a continuity of conversation.
It is not characterised by fixed positions, but by shared negotiations of shared
problems. I have argued above that there is a visible continuity of conversation
around a theory of double atonement that runs from the Waterlanders to (at
least) Thomas Grantham; thus there is a shared tradition. Other themes run
alongside this one: the central place of Heb. 6:1–2, and so the question of
laying on of hands; an adequate negotiation of church-state questions; the
proper offices in a well-constituted church. For a tradition in the MacIntyrian
sense to exist, there does not need to be agreement on all these various
points—diachronically, there almost certainly will not be—but there does
need to be a shared conversation.

On this basis, we can, as I have sought to argue above, speak meaningfully of
a ‘General Baptist’ tradition that begins with the engagement of Smyth and
Helwys with the Waterlanders, and runs (at least) to the end of the seventeenth
century. Further, Allen and Fisher are minor figures in this developing General
Baptist tradition, because they only incidentally engage with the core topics
of conversation in that tradition; this is not to dismiss either as unimportant,
but it is to suggest that their importance is not as representative General Bap-
tists, because they simply were not. A corollary of this is that to be confessionally

76Samuel Fisher, Baby-Baptism Meer Babism… (London: Henry Hill, 1653).
77See, e.g., the point about Barber and Nutt above, or the point about the 1654 Assembly below.
78‘Traditions, when vital, embody continuities of conflict… a living tradition… is a historically extended, socially
embodied argument, and an argument precisely in part about the goods which constitute that tradition.’ Alas-
dair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: UoND Press, 1985), 222 for the quotation, but the point is central to the
argument of the book.
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‘Arminian’ is to be at best on the edges of General Baptist life, at least up until
1700 and, I suspect, up until the moment when Dan Taylor’s New Connexion
becomes a significant part of the denomination.

Finally, here, I note the beginnings of the emergence of an historiography
that seeks to locate the General Baptists within a broader seventeenth-
century English revival of Arminianism, notably in the Laudian tradition within
Anglicanism.79 It will not be news to students of the period that there was con-
siderable churn between traditions, and obviously every particular proposal will
need to be judged on its merits, but recognising that the General Baptists were
not Arminian, and had no reason to make common cause with Anglicans who
were, will be important for the proper evaluation of such proposals.

Becoming a denomination

I have just argued that there is a continuous tradition, understood in the MacIn-
tyrian sense, from Helwys and Murton to Caffyn and Grantham; does this mean
it is meaningful to speak of a General Baptist ‘denomination’ that began with
Helwys (or even Smyth)? The language is, I suggest, allowable retrospectively:
a tradition that began with Helwys became a denomination, and so it is not
too much of a stretch to speak of ‘the General Baptist denomination’, intending
to include Helwys and Murton. This raises the question of when the tradition
became a denomination; an answer will depend on our particular definition
of ‘denomination’,80 but the period between 1652 and 1660 seems the most
plausible proposal.

1660 is the date of (the first two printings of) the Standard Confession; a
shared doctrinal basis seems necessary for a movement to become a denomina-
tion, so this is significant. 1652 is the best date we have for the first national
meeting of representatives of churches, the ‘General Assembly’ as it would
become known;81 a shared national conversation seems similarly necessary to
being a denomination. We have details of the 1656 Assembly, where there
was extensive discussion of denominational organisation;82 we also have
details of a 1654 meeting, where some of the same themes were discussed,
and several of the same delegates were present.83 We might argue which of

79See, for example, Matthew C. Bingham, ‘Radical Religion and Laudian Rites: Baptists and the Imposition of
Hands in Revolutionary England’, Journal of British Studies 61 (2022), 621–43.

80In the most literal sense, we would be looking for the point where a substantial majority of General Baptists
thought of themselves as ‘General Baptists’, but the word has long moved beyond narrow accounts of naming.

81Wright suggests, although slightly hesitantly, that the Assembly had begun meeting annually in 1652 (Joseph
Wright, Speculum Haeriticis, or, A Looking-Glass for Heretics (London: for the author, 1691), 6. He there reports
the intention of meeting annually from the first, and notes that he missed the first meeting through illness, but
was present at the second ‘which, as I think, was in the Year 1653’.

82See W.T. Whitley (ed.), Minutes of the General Assembly of the General Baptist Churches in England… (London:
Kingsgate Press, 1908) (2 vols), vol. 1, 6–9.

83Five of the ten messengers and three of the eight elders present in 1656 had signed the 1654 Representation
and Vindication, which came out of the 1654 General Assembly (Whitley, Minutes I.1–5). Alongside the pub-
lished text, with its list of signatories, we have the testimony of John Abell, noted above (n. 54). In addition
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these events creates a denomination, but it seems fairly clear that the tradition
did not deserve the term prior to the 1652 meeting, and that it was an appro-
priate designation after the 1660 Standard Confession was published.84

By 1660, the General Baptists, who had shared a tradition of conversation and
negotiation from Helwys’s day, had a national structure, shared practices, and
an agreed doctrinal basis. Their soteriology focused on varieties of a double
redemption tradition, not on Arminianism, and they were not opposed to the
second redemption being the result of particular election. They demanded an
account of the first redemption in which Christ’s sacrifice was effectual for
removing any guilt from Adam’s sin, and by consequence the inevitability of
the first death, from all human people, without exception. They had shared
and settled positions on church order, on the relations of churches to one
another, and on the proper mode of Christian initiation, including the laying
on of hands. They had become a denomination.85

Disclosure statement

No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author(s).

to the signatories to the Representation and Vindication, Abell tells us of the presence of a ‘Brother Bolton’
(perhaps the Hugh Boulton who signed the 1661 Humble Apology?), and a ‘Brother Elspritz’, who is not other-
wise known.

84In resisting the idea of a denomination, Bingham suggests that the 1654 meeting was a one-off, ad hoc affair,
that should not be connected to the later development of the annual General Assembly (Bingham, ‘English
Radical Religion’, 483). The continuities with the 1656 delegates make this a difficult position, even if we
believe that Wright was mistaken in asserting that the first annual meeting was in 1652 (n. 81 above).

85An earlier version of this paper was given at the Theology Live Conference at Bloomsbury Central Baptist Church
in January 2022; I am grateful for conversation following that presentation, which improved the paper in
various significant ways. I am also very grateful to an anonymous reviewer for this journal, who pointed me
to some sources I had missed, and made a number of comments that improved the argument substantially.
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